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In the present work, we consider systematically the electronic and optical
properties of two-dimensional monolayer germanium monosulfide (GeS) under
uniaxial strains along armchair (AC-strain) and zigzag (ZZ-strain) directions.
Our calculations show that, at the equilibrium state, the monolayer GeS is a
semiconductor with an indirect band gap of 1.82 eV. While monolayer GeS is
still an indirect band gap semiconductor under ZZ-strain, an indirect–direct
energy gap transition can be found in the monolayer GeS when the AC-strain
is applied. The optical spectra of the monolayer GeS have strong anisotropy in
the investigated energy range from 0 eV to 8 eV. Based on optical properties,
we believe that the monolayer GeS is a potential candidate for applications in
energy conversion and optoelectronic technologies.
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INTRODUCTION

Recently, the layered monochalcogenides have
attracted much attention because of their extraor-
dinary physical properties and prospective applica-
tions in spintronic and optoelectronic devices.1–6

Especially, two-dimensional (2D) hexagonal struc-
tures of binary IV–VI compounds, such as MX (M =
Ge, Sn, X = S, Se, Te) monolayers, have seriously
been studied because they are a good candidate for
applications in energy conversion technologies.7,8

Besides, in contrast to the 2D graphene, a semicon-
ductor with zero band gap,9 the MX monolayers are
semiconductors with nature band gap and their
band gap depends strongly on the chalcogenide
atom.7(Received July 19, 2018; accepted January 18, 2019)
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Compared to the other above-mentioned MX
monolayers, monolayer germanium monosulfide
(GeS) has the largest band gap,2 and the electron
mobility of the monolayer GeS is very high,
3680 cm2/Vs.10 Also, the monolayer GeS has high
absorption efficiency in the visible light region,
which has been widely used in solar cell technol-
ogy.7 The physical properties of bulk GeS have been
studied for a long time.11,12 Recently, single crys-
talline GeS nanosheets have been successfully
synthesized using different methods.13–15 Singh
and Hennig predicated theoretically that the GeS
monolayer is dynamically stable and can be
mechanically exfoliated from bulk.12 Also, using
first-principles calculations, Chowdhury and co-
workers indicated that the monolayer GeS is also
stable in an aqueous environment.16 By comparing
DFT calculated results for formation energy of the
monolayer GeS with that of other successfully
synthesized monolayers, they expected that the
monolayer GeS can be synthesized by experiments.
Further, based on theoretical simulations, Wang
and Qian believed that the monolayer GeS is
thermodynamically stable at room temperature
and beyond.17 Especially, using first-principles
molecular dynamics simulations, Li and co-worker
showed that the geometry of the monolayer GeS can
be well kept at very high temperatures, up to
800 K.10 This is strong evidence that the monolayer
GeS has good thermodynamic stability. Recently,
several theoretical works focused on the structural,
electronic, and other physical properties of the
monolayer GeS.2,7,18 Using density functional the-
ory (DFT), Huang and co-workers showed that,
similar to the modulation of the band gap, the
charge transfer from the metal atom M to the
chalcogenide atom X in MX monolayers will
decrease with the change of the chalcogenide atom
from S to Te.7 Also, earlier DFT calculations
indicated that the effect of spin-orbit interaction
on the electronic structure of the GeS is negligible.19

At the equilibrium state, the monolayer GeS is an
indirect band gap semiconductor with an energy gap
of 1.73 eV by DFT within the Perdew, Burke, and
Ernzerhof (PBE) functional.7 However, the use of
functionals greatly influences the outcome of calcu-
lations for the energy band gap.2,7 Technically, the
band gap of the GeS may be changed by engineering
strain or external electric field20 and the semicon-
ductor-metal phase transition has been observed in
the monolayer GeS at large biaxial uniform strain7

or under an external electric field.20 Strain engi-
neering is one of the most common methods for
manipulating properties of materials, including
energy gap, carrier mobility, etc. In the previous
studies, they have found that both biaxial and
uniaxial strain can be used to control these proper-
ties of the monolayer GeS.7,20,21 Our recent calcu-
lations demonstrated that the band gap of the
monolayer GeS is sensitive to biaxial strain and
the semiconductor-metal phase transition has been

found at large compression biaxial strain eb.
22 The

GeS has an orthorhombic structure which belongs
to the Pnma 62 space group.19 With this structure,
the optical properties of the GeS have very high
anisotropy.7,23 Therefore, the effect of uniaxial
strain on the optical properties of GeS is expected
to bring many interesting things. However, studies
on the monolayer GeS are still lacking and many of
its physical properties remain unclear. In this work,
we systematically consider the electronic and opti-
cal properties of monolayer GeS under the uniaxial
strains along individually both the armchair (AC-
strain) and zigzag (ZZ-strain) directions using DFT
calculations. We focus on the band structure and
band gap modulation in the monolayer GeS by
uniaxial strains from � 15% to 15%. We also inves-
tigate the basic optical properties of uniaxial
strained monolayer GeS to have further insight
into applications in optoelectronic technology.

THEORETICAL MODEL AND METHOD

In the present work, all our calculations for
structural and electronic properties of the mono-
layer GeS are calculated using the simulation
Quantum Espresso package24 with the generalized
gradient approximations (GGA) of the Perdew-
Burke- Ernzerhof (PBE) functional.25,26 The atomic
structure of monolayer GeS is fully relaxed until the
remaining force acting on each atom is less than
10�6 eV/Å. The electronic wave-functions are
expanded as plane-wave basis sets with a kinetic
energy cut-off of 500 eV. For the geometric opti-
mization and calculations of the electronic proper-
ties of monolayer GeS, the integration of the
Brillouin zone is carried out by a 15 � 15 � 1 k-
mesh according to the Monkhorst-Pack grid. The
present approach is successfully used for calcula-
tions of the similar systems in our previous
works.27–30

To consider the optical properties of the mono-
layer GeS, we first estimate the dielectric function
eðxÞ ¼ e1ðxÞ þ ie2ðxÞ and then investigate the
dependence of the absorption coefficient of mono-
layer GeS on the uniaxial strain.

The imaginary part e2ðxÞ of dielectric function can
be expressed as the following6,31:

eij2 ðxÞ ¼
4p2e2

Vm2-2

X

nn0r

hknr pij jkn0rihkn0r pj

�� ��knri

� fknð1 � fkn0 ÞdðEkn0 � Ekn � �hxÞ;
; ð1Þ

where x is the angular frequency of electromagnetic
irradiation, e and m are, respectively, the charge
and mass of the electron, V is the unit-cell volume, p
is the momentum operator, jknpi is the wave

function of a crystal with the wave vector k
!

, fkn is
the Fermi distribution function, and r is spin which
corresponds to the energy eigenvalue Ekn. The real
part e1ðxÞ can be calculated by the Kramers–Kronig
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transformation from its corresponding imaginary
part as in the following6,31:

e1ðxÞ ¼ 1 þ 2

p
U
Z 1

0

x0e2ðx0Þ
x02 � x2

dx0; ð2Þ

where U is the integral principal value.
The absorption coefficient aðxÞ can be calculated

as32

aijðxÞ ¼ 2xkijðxÞ
c

; ð3Þ

where kijðxÞ is the extinction index, which can be
expressed as the form32

kijðxÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
eij1ðxÞ

2 þ eij2 ðxÞ
2

q
� eij1 ðxÞ

� �1=2

: ð4Þ

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The relaxed atomic structure of the monolayer
GeS is illustrated in Fig. 1. We found that each unit
cell of the monolayer GeS consists of two Ge atoms
and two S atoms. Calculated results for the lattice
parameters of the monolayer GeS are a ¼ 3:675 Å,
and b ¼ 4:474 Å, which are consistent with previous
theoretical calculations.2,7 In this work, to investi-
gate the dependence of electronic and optical prop-
erties of monolayer GeS on the uniaxial strain, we
apply the uniaxial strains individually along the
zigzag eZZ and armchair eAC directions. A uniaxial
strain is applied by changing the lattice parameters
a and b of the monolayer GeS at the equilibrium
state. We define the strain via the lattice constants
as e ¼ ðs� s0Þ=s0, where s and s0, respectively, are
the strained and equilibrium lattice constants of the
monolayer GeS. In this paper, a uniaxial strain
ranged from � 15% to þ 15% was used in our
calculations. The corresponding pressures at 15%
of strain along the ZZ-strain and AC-strain are
8.46 GPa and 4.03 GPa, respectively. Previous
works indicated that the group-IV monochalco-
genides, such as GeS and SnS, or black phosphorus

possess great mechanical flexibility and can sustain
a large strain up to 27%.33,34 At the equilibrium
state, our DFT calculations show that the total
energy of monolayer GeS at equilibrium is
�135965:0 eV. Additionally, it should be noted that
before investigating the effect of strain on the
electronic and optical properties of the GeS mono-
layer, checking its stability is important. In order to
evaluate the stability of the monolayer GeS, we
calculated its cohesive energy, which can be defined
as follows: Ecoh ¼ ðnGeEGe þ nSES � EtotÞ=ðnGe þ nS),
where nGe, and nS are, respectively, the number of
Ge and S atoms, EGe, ES, and Etot are the total
energy of the Ge atom, S atom, and GeS monolayer,
respectively. Our calculations indicated that the
cohesive energy of the GeS monolayer at the
equilibrium state is � 3:12 eV per atom. This value
is higher than the elementary substance of the S
atom, 2.85 eV per atom, resulting in the strong
covalent bonding. Such structural stability results
from the covalent r bond network between the
chalcogenide atoms (S) and the metal atoms (Ge).
Dependence of the total energy of the monolayer
GeS on the uniaxial strains eZZ=AC is shown in
Fig. 2a. We can see that the effect of uniaxial strain
on the total energy is negligible, for example, the
total energies of GeS under AC-strain are
� 135965:0 eV and � 135963:9 eV at the equilib-
rium state and under AC-strain of eAC ¼ 15%,
respectively. Besides, the difference in the total
energy of the monolayer GeS in the presence of the
eZZ and eAC uniaxial strains is very small, espe-
cially in the case of tensile strain. Also, in order to
improve the dynamically stability of the monolayer
GeS, we also calculate its phonon dispersion curves
at the equilibrium state, as shown in Fig. 2b. Our
calculated results indicate that there are no soft
phonon modes in the phonon spectrum of the
monolayer GeS. It means that the monolayer GeS
state is stable at equilibrium.

To consider deeply the effect of the uniaxial
strains on the electronic properties of the monolayer
GeS, we next calculate its electronic band structure
under eZZ and eAC uniaxial strain, as shown in
Fig. 3. As shown in Fig. 3a, we can see that, at the
equilibrium state, the monolayer GeS is an indirect
band gap semiconductor with the energy band gap
of 1.82 eV. This result is close to the previous PBE
calculations (1.73 eV) in Ref. 7. To understand the
band formation in the GeS monolayer, we plot the
total density of state (TDOS) and partial density of
state (PDOS) of the monolayer GeS at the equilib-
rium state. We find that the valence bands near the
Fermi level of the GeS monolayer are mainly
contributed by the hybridization between the Ge-p,
Ge-s, and S-p orbitals. Whereas, the conduction
bands near the Fermi level are mainly contributed
by the Ge-p orbitals. Moreover, from Fig. 3a we can
see that at the equilibrium state, the lowest unoc-
cupied energy state (LUES) of the conduction bands
is located on the C–X path, whereas the highest

 

 

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. The top view (a) and side view (b) of the atomic structure of
the monolayer GeS. The gray and yellow balls stand for the Ge and
S atoms, respectively.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Total energy of the monolayer GeS under uniaxial ZZ-strain eAC and uniaxial AC-strain eZZ (a) and phonon dispersion spectra of
monolayer GeS at equlibrium (b).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. (a) Electronic band structure, total density of states (TDOS), and partial density of states (PDOS) of the monolayer GeS at the equilibrium
state. Electronic band structure of GeS under (b) eZZ and (c) eAC uniaxial strain.
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occupied energy state (HOES) of the valence bands
lies on the Y–C path. However, the computed result
for the band gap problem depends strongly on the
computational approach. For example, while the
calculated results of band gap using PBE functional
as above-mentioned was 1.73 eV, the band gap of
monolayer GeS at equilibrium calculated by Heyd-
Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE06) was up to 2.43 eV7 or
2.74 eV.2 However, except for an energy shift,
HSE06 and PBE calculations give very similar
general features of electronic structure.7 It shows
that the PBE method is good at predicting correct
trends and physical mechanisms monolayer GeS.
Therefore, in this study, we have only calculated the
electronic properties of the monolayer GeS using the
PBE functional. From Fig. 3b and c we can see that
uniaxial strains modulate significantly the elec-
tronic band structure of the monolayer GeS, espe-
cially in the case of the compression strain.
Interestingly, while the monolayer GeS is still a
semiconductor with an indirect energy band gap
under the ZZ-strain, the AC-strain eAC in mono-
layer GeS can lead to the appearance of an indirect–
direct band gap transition as shown in Fig. 3c. The
band structure and the density of states of the
monolayer GeS in the presence of the strains eZZ=AC
are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. The phys-
ical mechanism of the modulation in the energy gap
of the monolayer GeS under uniaxial strains can be
explained by analyzing in detail the position of the
Fermi level. For example, it can be seen from
Fig. 3b that under the tensile strain the HOES of
the valence bands is downshifted far from the Fermi
level. Moreover, when the tensile strain ezz is
smaller than 4%, we can see that the conduction
band minimum (CBM) of the monolayer GeS is
shifted upward from the Fermi level, leading to an
increase in its band gap. When the tensile ezz is
larger than 4%, the LUES of the conduction bands is
changed from the C–X path to the Y–C path,
resulting in a decrease in the energy gap of mono-
layer GeS. Besides, the ZZ-strain in the case of
compression affects more on the valence band which
is located at the C point. The HOES of the valence
bands of monolayer GeS is now changed from the Y–
C path to the C point. The effect of the AC-strain on
the band structure of the monolayer GeS is shown
Fig. 3c. It can be firstly seen that the AC-strain eAC
has a weak effect on the VBM of the monolayer GeS.
In the case of eAC< 0 (compression), we found that
the LUES of the conduction bands of the monolayer
GeS is still now located at the C point. By decreasing
the compression strain in the case AC-strain eAC,
the LUES is shifted downward to the Fermi level,
leading to a decrease in the energy gap in the
monolayer GeS. However, the AC-strain in the case
of tension has little effect on the LUES of the
monolayer GeS. It indicates that in the case of
eAC> 0, the band gap of the monolayer GeS is
almost unchanged. In Fig. 5, we show the effect of

the uniaxial strains on the energy band gap of the
monolayer GeS. We can see that, under the com-
pressive strain, the band gap of monolayer GeS
depends linearly on the elongation in both direc-
tions of the uniaxial strains eZZ and eAC. In the
case of tensile strain, while the band gap of the
monolayer GeS depends strongly on uniaxial strain
eZZ, the effect of AC-strain eAC on the band gap of
the monolayer GeS is negligible. When eAC> 0, the
band gap of monolayer GeS is around 1.80 eV. In
the range of strain from �15% to 15%, the maxi-
mum band gap of monolayer GeS under uniaxial
strain is 1.94 eV at eZZ ¼ 4%.

To quickly consider optical properties of uniaxial
strain monolayer GeS, we calculate dielectric func-
tion and absorption coefficient of monolayer GeS
under uniaxial strains in the energy range from
0 eV to 8 eV. Effect of uniaxial strains on the
dielectric constant of monolayer GeS is shown in
Fig. 6. We can see that, at the equilibrium state, the
dielectric constant of the monolayer GeS is 3.61. In
the range from 0 eV to 2 eV, the AC-strain eAC
affect strongly the dielectric constant of the mono-
layer GeS in comparison with the case of the ZZ-
strain eZZ. At energy of 0 eV, for example, under
AC-strain from eAC ¼ �8% to eAC ¼ 8%, the dielec-
tric constant of strained monolayer GeS varies from
3.17 to 4.17, while the dielectric constant of ZZ-
strained monolayer GeS is only in the range from
3.54 to 3.73 for the same range of strain along the
zigzag direction. From Fig. 6, we can see that the
spectra have strong anisotropy in both real e1ðxÞ
and imaginary e2ðxÞ parts of dielectric function of
monolayer GeS. Besides, in comparison with the ZZ-
strained case, we can observe some new peaks in the
imaginary part of the dielectric function of mono-
layer GeS under strain along the armchair direction
as shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 6b. It means
that we have new interband transitions in the
monolayer GeS due to the presence of the AC-strain
eAC, especially in the case of compressive strain.
These are transitions from the highest valence to
the lowest conduction bands (see Fig. 3b and c).
Considering optical properties, especially absorp-
tion efficiency of materials, is very important for
applications in solar energy conversion and opto-
electronics. In Fig. 7, we calculate the absorption
coefficient aðxÞ of monolayer GeS under uniaxial
strains. As shown in Fig. 7a, we can see that the
effect of ZZ-strain eZZ on the absorption coefficient
of monolayer GeS changes suddenly at an energy of
4.7 eV. Accordingly, the absorption coefficient is
proportional to the elongation eZZ in the energy
region of less than 4.7 eV and is inversely propor-
tional to the elongation eZZ in the energy region
greater than 4.7 eV. In the range of energy greater
than 6 eV, the absorption intensity tends to
decrease. Furthermore, the effect of the strains on
the absorption coefficient in this energy region
(greater than 6 eV) is more apparent.
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CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have systematically studied the
strain-tunable electronic and optical properties of
monolayer GeS using first-principles calculations

based on density functional theory. Our DFT calcu-
lations showed that the energy band gap of mono-
layer GeS depends strongly on the uniaxial strain in
the case of compression strain, while the effect of

Fig. 4. Density of states (TDOS and PDOS) of the monolayer GeS under the ZZ-strain (left panel) and the AC-strain (right panel) at different
elongations: (a) e ¼ �8%, (b) e ¼ �4%, (c) e ¼ 4%, and (d) (a) e ¼ 8%.
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the AC-strain in the case of tensile strain eAC> 0 is
almost negligible. Also, the indirect–direct band gap
transition was also observed in the monolayer GeS
under the AC-strain eAC. In the investigated energy
regime from 0 eV to 8.0 eV, the optical spectra of the
monolayer GeS are highly anisotropic. The maxi-
mum absorption intensity is around 6 eV in both
directions of the uniaxial strains. Near this maxi-
mum point, the absorption coefficient is inversely
proportional to the elongation eZZ=AC. According to
these results, the monolayer GeS will exhibit
extraordinary physical properties and present
abundant opportunities for creating novel high-
performance nanoelectronic and optoelectronic
devices in the future.Fig. 5. Dependence of the band gap of the monolayer GeS on the

uniaxial strain.

Fig. 6. Real e1ðxÞ and imaginary e2ðxÞ parts of dielectric function of the monolayer GeS at different elongations of the ZZ-strain eZZ (a) and the
AC-strain eAC (b).
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Fig. 7. Absorption coefficient aðxÞ of the monolayer GeS at different elongations of the ZZ-strain eZZ (a) and the AC-strain eAC (b).
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